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ABSTRACT 

CHARACTERIZATION OF TiO2/Cu2O THIN FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS 

 

Tülin YILMAZ 

 

Department of Chemical  Engineering 

MSc. Thesis 

 

Adviser: Prof.Dr.Hanifi Saraç 

 

Photovoltaic cells (PVs) generate electricity by using sunlight. Although they have been 
known since years, they have recently been famous with increasing renewable energy 
demand. Nowadays, silicon solar cells are mostly used. But to achieve lower cost and 
improve manufacturing for large scale, different kind of PVs should be established. 
While PVs’ demand grow, new materials should be supplied. In this perspective Cu2O is 
an attractive material as an absorber and TiO2 is known as a large  band gap 
semiconductor. When these two semiconductors are brought together,  a p-n junction 
is created which is promising as a solar cell. 

In this thesis, TiO2/Cu2O thin film PV characterization was studied. Characterization 
focused on optical properties of thin films as transmittance, absorbance, band gap 
values and behaviors under illumination related with their  structural properties. Thin 
film deposition was processed by pulsed laser deposition method.  

In the first part of the report, variable temperatures, pressures and transparent 
conductive layers were used to achieve anatase crystal phase for TiO2 layer. Under 0.4 
mbar oxygen pressure and 350°C, 450°C, 550°C temperatures, thin film samples were 
deposited on FTO substrates.  

The XRD results showed that as-deposited films were amorphous so films were 
subjected to annealing process at 600°C and 650°C. After 600°C annealing, anatase 
phase was achieved and after 650°C annealing, anatase-rutile transformation was 
observed. Band gap values decreased after annealing; 3.45-3.29 -3.15 eV, respectively. 
Under 500°C deposition temperature and 0.05 mbar, 0.2 mbar oxygen pressures, thin 
films were deposited on ITO substrates. XRD results showed that as-deposited films 
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were  anatase+rutile mixed phase and anatase phase, under these pressures. Band 
gaps were 3.28-3.33 eV respectively.  

Second part was obtaining the Cu2O phase by adjusting the oxygen partial pressure. 
Under 0.2 mbar Ar atmosphere and 2x10-4mbar-2x10-2 mbar oxygen partial pressures, 
samples were deposited on TiO2 layers which were growth on FTO. Structure of films 
were changed from Cu2O to CuO with increasing oxygen partial pressures. Band gap 
values were estimated as 2.58, 2.58 and 2.07 eV with increasing oxygen partial 
pressures. Third part was applying the individual layer deposition parameters to 
overall photovoltaic cell. Overall PV structure was poor anatase and Cu2O phases. To 
investigate the electrical properties of photovoltaic cells, an illumination set-up was 
arranged. Set-up properties and sample response results under illumination were 
discussed in the results part.  

Key words:Photovoltaic cells, semiconductor, p-n junction, thin film, transmittance, 
absorbance, band gap. 
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ÖZET 

 

TiO2/Cu2O İNCE FİLM FOTOVOLTAİK HÜCRELERİN KARAKTERİZASYONU 

 

Tülin YILMAZ 

 

Kimya Mühendisliği Bölümü 

Yüksek Lisans Tezi 

 

Tez Danışmanı: Prof.Dr.Hanifi Saraç 

 

Fotovoltaik hücreler, güneş ışığını kullanarak elektrik enerjisi üretirler. Güneş hücreleri 
senelerdir biliniyor olmalarına rağmen, son zamanlarda artan enerji ihtiyacıyla birlikte 
daha sık gündeme gelmeye başlamışlardır. Günümüzde en sık kullanılan güneş 
hücreleri, silikon güneş hücreleridir. Üretim maliyetlerini düşürmek ve daha geniş 
alanlarda uygulanabilirliği arttırmak amacıyla yenilikçi malzemelerin belirlenmesi 
gereklidir. Bu anlamda, Cu2O, iyi absorplayıcı bir malzeme olma ve ucuz bir hammadde 
olma özellikleri ile güneş pilleri üretimi için öne çıkan bir malzemedir. TiO2 ise geniş 
bant aralığı ile bilinen bir yarı iletkendir.  Cu2O ve TiO2 biraraya getirildiğinde verimli 
güneş hücreleri üretimi için umut verici  bir p-n eklemi elde edilir. 

Bu tezde, TiO2/Cu2O ince film fotovoltaik hücre karakterizasyonu çalışılmıştır. 
Karakterizasyon, ince filmlerin geçirimlilik, absorplama ve bant aralıkları gibi optik 
özellikleri ve ışık altındaki davranışlarını kapsamaktadır. İnce film üretimi için lazer 
biriktirme yöntemi kullanılmıştır. Çalışmanın ilk bölümünde, farklı sıcaklık, basınç ve 
transparan iletken tabaklar kullanılarak TiO2 anataz kristalini elde etmek 
amaçlanmıştır. 0,4 mbar oksijen basıncı altında, 350°C, 450°C ve 550°C sıcaklıklarda 
FTO alt tabakası kullanılarak, TiO2 ince filmleri üretilmiştir. XRD sonuçları, üretim 
sonrası filmlerin amorf olduğunu gösterdiğinden, örnekler 600°C ve 650°C’de ısıl işleme 
tabi tutulmuştur. 600°C’de tavlama sonrası anataz elde edilirken, 650°C’de tavlama 
sonrası anataz-rutil faz dönüşümü görülmüştür. Bant aralığı değerlerinde tavlama ile 
azalma görülmüştür. Bant aralığı değerleri sırasıyla; 3,45-3,29-3,15 eV’dir. 500°C 
sıcaklıkta, 0,05 mbar ve 0,2 mbar oksijen basıncı altında ITO alt tabakalarına TiO2 ince 
filmleri üretilmiştir. XRD sonuçları, üretim sonrası filmlerde anataz-rutil karışımı ve 
anataz fazının elde edildiğini göstermiştir. Bant aralığı değerleri bu basınçlarda sırasıyla; 
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3,28 eV ve 3,33 eV’dir. Çalışmanın ikinci bölümü, Cu2O’nun üretim sırasındaki kısmi 
oksijen basıncıyla etkilendiğini göstermektedir. Sadece  0,2 mbar Ar atmosferinde, 
2x10-4mbar ve 2x10-2 mbar oksijen kısmi basınçları altında üretim yapılmıştır. Film 
yapısının, artan kısmi oksijen basıncıyla, Cu2O’ten CuO’e değiştiği görülmüştür. Bant 
boşluğu değerleri, farklı basınçlar altında üretilen örnekler için sırasıyla; 2,58 eV, 2,58 
eV ve 2,07 eV olarak tahmin edilmiştir. Çalışmanın üçüncü bölümü, ideal üretim 
koşulları ayrı ayrı belirlenen tabakaların, tam fotovoltaik hücreye uygulanmasını 
içermektedir. Tam fotovoltaik hücre yapısı, anataz ve Cu2O fazlarını içeren 
tabakalardan oluşmaktadır. Fotovoltaik hücrenin elektriksel özelliklerini saptamak için 
bir aydınlatma düzeneği kurulmuştur. Düzeneğin kurulum özellikleri ve hücrelerin 
ölçüm sonuçları, sonuçlar bölümünde tartışılmıştır. 

Anahtar kelimeler: Fotovoltaik hücre, yarı iletken, p-n eklemi, ince film, geçirgenlik, 
absorbans, bant aralığı. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Literature Review 

The idea of using renewable energy sources to overcome the energy resource problem 

is rewarding for society. New energy sources other than fossil fuels are needed for 

human beings to live in a healthy environment less threat for their future. Solar energy 

is a popular energy source in science nowadays. The possibility of creating a high end 

photovoltaic is valuable. The ambitious goals are interseting for scientists.In this way, 

solar cells will be future’s fuel suppiler. 

The ninety minutes of sunlight energy is enough to provide entire planet one year 

energy needs [1].  Solar resource is enourmous when compared to our energy needs. 

The sun offers a respectable amount of power; about 885 million terawatthours (TWh) 

reaches the earth’s surface in a year, that is 6200 times the commercial primary energy 

consumed by humanity in 2008 and 4200 times the energy that humanity would 

consume in 2035 following the IEA’s Current Policies Scenario[1].While proven fossil 

reserves represent 46 years (oil), 58 years (natural gas) and almost 150 years (coal) of 

consumption at current rates, the energy received by the sun in one single year, if 

entirely captured and stored, would represent more than 6000 years of total energy 

consumption.Although the sun serves this large amount of energy and it has a huge 

part (Figure 1.1) between total energy sources, solar energy recently shows up in 

energy statistics. 
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Figure 1.1Total energy sources (left) and evolution of world total primary energy 
supply (Mtoe1) [1] 

Solar technologies are generally characterized as active solar and passive solar their 

difference depends onthe way ofcapturing, converting and distributing the solar 

energy. The orientation of buildings towards the south to capture the sunlight is a 

known sample for passive solar energy which collects the energy from sun. Active solar 

energy includes the photovoltaics and solar thermal which harvest from sunlight to 

store it or convert it other forms for other applications.  

As one of the well-known solar technology photovoltaics are commonly abbreviated 

“PV”. The name implies that “photo” means light and “voltaic” means electricity. PV 

devices (solar cells) are developed as a method of capturingthe sun’s energy and 

converting it to electricity. 

PV technology has been known for many years, but its large scale use began only in the 

last few years. Theincreasing usage is also a result of increasing demands. In other 

words, people’s incline to the sun as a energy supplier increased the PV investments. 

The results of these investments can be seen on for example rooftops and handheld 

calculators.  

Manufactured PV cells’ main part is semiconductor materials and they are also known 

from computer chips. When sunlight hit the cells, it is absorbed by semiconductor. 

Then the electrons flow through the cell and electricity generation occurs. This 

                                                 
1
 Tonne of oil equivalent, 1 toe = 11.63 megawatt hours 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megawatt
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electron flow isa current which defines the solar cell’s power with the cell’s voltage. 

The conversion of energy that is absorbed from sun by the solar device indicates solar 

device’s efficiency.  

While photovoltaic cells present ease of operation as is mentioned above, their 

efficiency and cost relations are not satisfiying.Maximum efficiency of a single junction 

solar cell can be obtained around 33.7% assuming that single junction band gap 1.34 

eV, referring to Shockley-Queisser limit (detailed balance limit)[2]. This limit is related 

with the blackbody radiation, recombination of excited electrons and spectral losses. 

The limitation based on a single junction solar cell, one incoming photon excites only 

one elctron and illumination under unconcentrated sunlight.  

Silicon is the most popular solar cell material with its 1.1 eV band gap. According to 

Shockley-Queisser limit, its maximum therotical efficiency can be 29%. Industrial silicon 

solar cells efficiency is between 18%-24% . However, silicon cells manufacturing cost is 

expensive. Thus, researchers are trended to find cheap and efficient solar device types. 

In this way, metal oxide (MO) semiconductors are very attractive to achive low cost 

production processes; they are chemically stable and many of them are nontoxic. So, 

devices that made from semiconductors should provide important requirements for 

PVs which are inexpensive, chemically stable and environmentally safe, besides the 

conversion efficiency. 

1.2 Objective of Thesis 

Metal oxides (MO) are widely used as components in PV cells such as transparent 

conducting front electrodes and light absorbers. While only few MOs have been used 

as light absorber, Cu2O is one of the mostly used. However, TiO2/Cu2O p-n junction 

photovoltaic cell studies are not commonly used in the literature studies. Some of 

them which involve TiO2/Cu2O junction use different deposition techniques than the 

pulsed laser deposition (PLD). In this perspective, this project focuses on the 

characterization of Cu2O photovoltaic cell which was fabricated by PLD. Layers of the 

solar cell from top (where the sunlight comes first) to bottom are a substrate ITO or 

FTO, a n-type semiconductor TiO2 and p-type semiconductor Cu2O. Characterization 

depends on the optical measurements and photovoltaic inspection by an illumination 
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set-up. An illumination set-up was arranged to make operational a photoconductance 

tool in University of Twente ICE group laboratory.   

1.3 Hypothesis 

New materials developing for the photovoltaic applications are very important topic 

for the researchers since silicon is expensive both as a raw material and in the PV 

manufacturing processes. Cu2O is one of these materials for PVs. Its photovoltaic 

behavior with the some electron conductor materials is still investigated. TiO2/Cu2O 

junction exhibits promising system for solar cells.  In this thesis, the structural and 

electrical behaviors find out for TiO2/Cu2O junction which is deposited by PLD is aimed.  

This thesis involves that photovoltaic cell working principles and solar cell types in the 

trade and science in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, mostly used fabrication tecnolologies for 

the PV producing are explained. The experimental part of this work is described in 

Chapter 4 with pulsed laser deposition and illumination set-up. In Chapter 5, structural 

and optical results for every experiments are given. Finally, in Chapter 6, all results are 

summarized and recommendations are made. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. PHOTOVOLTAIC TECHNOLOGY 

The photovoltaic effect was first observed by Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel in 1839. 

The first patents for solar cells were reported in the 1920s by Walter Snelling and 

Walter Schottky. In 1954, Darryl Chapin, Calvin Fuller and Gerald Pearson, colleagues 

of Bell Labs, invented the silicon solar cell for powering satellite instruments. In the 

early 1970s, Elliot Berman adapted the PV to terrestrial applications. In the years 2005-

2010 the global solar cell capacity made a jump from 5 GW to 40 GW. 

While the world’s cumulative PV capacity is exceeding 100 GW in 2012(Figure 2.1), 

Europeis coming first in the photovoltaic market with 70 GW. Next in the ranking are 

China (8.3 GW) and the USA (7.8 GW) followed by Japan (6.9 GW) [3]. China, India and 

Latin America are growing fastin photovoltaics usage, because of local energy demand. 

In the Middle East region, Israel remains the only country with a significant market, 

while Saudi Arabia started to show some interest for PV development. The Turkish 

market remains quite low despite its potential (Figure 2.2).  

 

Figure 2.1 Evolution of global PV cumulative installed capacity 2000-2012 (GW) [3] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexandre-Edmond_Becquerel
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Figure 2.2 PV Opportunity mapping of sunbelt countries [3] 

2.1 Photovoltaic Effect 

Photovoltaic effect can be defined as a generation of a electromotive force or potential 

by the absorption of light in a semiconductor[4], [5]. 

When sunlight falls on the solar device, the photons are absorbed and promote an 

electron from valence band to conduction band as leaving a hole behind. Therefore 

electron-hole pair is generated. For absorption, the minimum energy of a photon must 

be larger than the band gap of the absorbing material. Electron-hole pairs are 

separated by the junction to allow the minority carriers to reach a region which they 

are the majority. Then they transport to contacts to process the photocurrent. The 

type of majority and minority carriers depends on the type of semiconductor, p-type or 

n-type. This definition summarizes how a solar device works. To understand this 

mechanism, we need to know more explanations. Therefore paper will continue 

through these explanations. 

2.1.1 Band Gap 

The band gap is the minimum amount of energy required for an electron to breaks its 

bound state. In other words, band gap is the energy between valance band (EV) and 

conduction band (EC). A valence band (VB) in which they are bound to atoms, and 

a conduction band (CB) in which they are free to move around in the solid.  The 

conduction band is at a higher energy level than the valence band, but in a conductor 
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the top of the valence band overlaps with the bottom of the conduction band, as 

shown in Figure 2.3[6].  

 

Figure 2.3 VB and CB in conductor, semiconductor and insulator [6] 

The band gap can be classified as direct or indirect band gap which are determined 

according to alignment of valence and conduction bands.Valance band and conduction 

bands are both characterized by certain crystal momentum  (k vector). If the energy 

minimum (the bottom) of the conduction band has same crystal momentum value  

with the energy maximum (the top) of the valence band, which means that valence 

band top side  directly lies under the conduction band bottom side, it is called “direct”; 

otherwise, it is called “indirect'' band gap [7], [8]. 

While an electron can directly discharge from a semiconductor which has direct band 

gap, in an indirect gap semiconductor, this can not happen directly because the 

electron must pass through an intermediate state and transfer momentum to the 

crystal lattice. Direct and indirect band gap is shown Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.4 Conduction and valence band positions for direct (left) and indirect (right) 

band gap 
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The band gap energy, Eg, can be calculated by plotting according to Tauc expression 
(2.1) [9]. 

𝛼𝜈 = 𝐴𝑓(𝜈 − 𝐸𝑔)𝑛              (2.1) 

In Equation (2.1),  𝜈 is the incident photon energy, 𝐴𝑓 is a proportional constant which 

doesn’t depend on photon energy and n depends on the transition type.  n=1/2 for 

direct transitions and n=2 for direct transitions. In the graph of  (𝛼. 𝜈)1/𝑛versus 

photon energy  (𝜈),  if the linear part is extropolated to point that (𝛼. 𝜈)1/𝑛 = 0, Eg 

is estimated at this point.  

Absorption, 𝛼 is calculated with using equation (2.2) [10], where d is film thickness and 

T is film transparency. 

𝛼 = 𝑑−1 ln  
1

𝑇
              (2.2) 

Sunlight, as all electromagnetic radiation, consisted on the particles which are called 

photons. Photons have a specific energy values according to spectral properties. So 

their energies are calculated with the relation to the wavelength[8]. Photon energy 

equation is given in equation (2.3). 

𝐸𝜆 =
𝑐

𝜆
            (2.3) 

In equation (2.3) h is plank constant (6.626x10-34 kg m2/sec), c is light speed (3x108 

m/sec), λ is wavelenght and 1eV equals to 1.6x10-19 Joules. 

In order for a photon to be absorped the minimum energy of it should be equal or 

larger than the bandgap. Therefore 𝐸𝜆  should be greater than 𝐸𝑔 . 

2.1.2 Doping 

It is possible to change the balance of electrons and holes in a semiconducter. This is 

by adding other atoms in the crystal lattice.This technique is called doping. 

A semiconductor either p-type or n-type is determined by donating atom. If an atom 

contributes its electrons to a semiconductor to create free negative carriers is called n-

type. On the other hand, if a semiconductor is doped with atoms that produce holes 

(or electron acceptors) is called p-type and it contains extra holes as positive current 

carriers. Undoped semiconductors are called intrinsic or i-type [6]. 
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Figure 2.5 [11] illustrates n-type and p-type silicon. Because of silicon is the mostly 

used semiconductor, many doping experience’s figures are illustrated around it. On 

the Figure 2.5, n-type silicon was created by antimony doping and p-type silicon was 

created by boron doping. Silicon has four valence electrons.  Antimony has five valence 

electrons. When an antimony atom is added silicon crystal lattice, its four electrons 

form covalent bonds around the silicon so an extra valence electron will be available to 

slide through the semiconductor. During the boron doping, its only three electrons 

interact with silicon’s valence electrons so this is resulted with a hole.  

In doped material, there is always one type of carrier more than the other and the type 

of carrier with the higher concentration is called a "majority carrier", while the lower 

concentration carrier is called a "minority carrier” [12]. 

 

Figure 2.5 n-type silicon (top) and p-type silicon (bottom) by doping [11] 

2.1.3 Semiconductor materials 

A semiconductor can be defined by its different features from conductor or insulator. 

Most used definition is that a semiconductor material which has an electrical 

conductivity to a degree between a conductor and an insulator.  

Semiconductors (e.g., TiO2, ZnO, Fe2O3, CdS, and ZnS) are light sensitive materials due 

to their electronic band structure, which is characterized by a filled valence band and 

an empty conduction band [13].  
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When n-type semiconductor and p-type semiconductor are brought together, 

electrons and holes diffusion will start. Electrons which are majority carriers in the n-

type material diffuse to the p-type material. Holes which are majority carriers for p-

type material will diffuse to the n-type side. If the electrons and holes aren’t charged, 

this diffusion will continue until the electrons and holes concentration in both side will 

be same. However, when electrons go towards the p-type side, they leave behind 

positive ion cores and when holes accross towards the n-type side, they leave negative 

ion cores. Therefore an internal electric field (E)  forms at the junction. This region is 

called the “depletion region” since internal electric field sweeps carriers out, this 

region is depleted of free carriers. Regions outside the depletion region is called 

“quasi-neutral regions”. 

Electrons, holes diffusion and depletion region is illustrated on Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6 Diffusion and depletion region in p-n junction 

The depleton region highly resistive because it doesn’t have mobile carriers. Resistance 

of the depletion region can be changed by applying voltage to p-n junction. Under 

reverse bias which means applying a positive voltage to the n side of junction and a 

negative voltage to the p-side, carriers are directed away from the junction since 

depletion region become wider and more resistive.Therefore no current flows through 

the junction. If diode is forward biased which means applying a positive voltage to p 

side and a negative voltage to n side, this attracts the holes to the n-side and electrons 

to the p-side since depletion region becomes narrower, resistance is very smaller. 
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Figure 2.7 p-n junction under reverse bias 

 

Figure 2.8 p-n junction under forward bias 

When a photon with an energy that is equal or more than the band gap energy (Eg) of 

the semiconductor is absorbed, an electron is promoted from the valence band (VB), 

into the conduction band (CB), leaving a hole. Materials tend to return their 

equilibrium conditions so the excited electrons eventually go back to their original 

position.This is called recombination. An average time which a carrier can spend in an 

excited state before it recombines, is called lifetime and the distance which it can 

moves from point of generation until recombination, is called diffusion length. 

Diffusion length and lifetime are important indicators for the efficient solar cells. 
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If the electrons and holes do not recombine and they transport to the external 

contacts, electrical current is generated. 

2.2 Photovoltaic Characterization 

Characterization equations are derived for diodes. But they are also used for 

photovoltaic cell characterization. A fundamental equation for microelectronics is 

Shockley equation which describes the behavior of an ideal p-n diode [14]: 

𝐼 𝑉𝑎 = 𝐼0 exp  
𝑞𝑉𝑎

𝑘𝑇
 − 1                                                                                                       (2.4) 

At equation (2.4) I is expressed as the net current and it is as a function of applied 

voltage Va. I0 represents the saturation current density of the p-n junction and it is 

determined by thermally generated minority carriers in the doped regions. Moreover, 

k is the Boltzman constant; q is the charge of an electron and T the temperature. 

Shockley equation consists of two physical parts: exponential part represents 

recombination current which occurs by diffusion of minority carriers into the quasi 

neutral region. The other part represents thermal generation current which is caused 

by the drift of minority carriers in the corresponding doped regions (electrons in the p-

type region go through the n type and vice versa for holes in n-type region). While the 

net current flows through the p-n junction under forward bias voltage, under reverse 

bias voltage the Boltzman factor becomes very small and can be neglected. So I(Va) will 

be equal to the –I0 [14]. The I-V characteristic of an ideal diode is given Figure 2.9. 

 

Figure 2.9 I-V characteristic of a p-n junction [14] 

Under illumination of a p-n junction, electron-hole pair generation directs electrons 

from the p-type to the n type region and holes from the n-type to the p-type region. 
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These photo-generated carriers flow causes the photo-generation current, Iph. If there 

is not an external contact between the n type and p type regions, with other words the 

junction is in the open circuit condition, no net current flow inside the p-n junction. At 

this condition, a voltage difference can be measured between the terminals of the 

solar cell as open circuit voltage, Voc. If the terminals of the solar cell are short 

circuited and current flows through the external circuit this current is called as the 

short circuit current, Isc. The Voc and Isc represent the performance of solar cells. 

If a voltage is applied between the electrodes of the illuminated p-n junction, photo 

generated current and external current flow opposite ways of the circuit. The net 

current flowing through the circuit is sum of photo-current, thermal current and 

recombination current [14]. So equation (2.4) should be written again addition with 

photo-current (2.5). 

𝐼 𝑉𝑎 = 𝐼0  exp  
𝑞𝑉𝑎

𝑘𝑇
 − 1 − 𝐼𝑝                                                                                        (2.5) 

The dark and illuminated I-V characteristics of a p-n junction are represented Figure 

2.10. In this figure red line shows maximum power point and blue line shows photo 

generation current. 

 

Figure 2.10 I-V characteristic of a p-n junction in the dark and under illumination [14] 

The I-V curves are usually used to determine and understand the basic parameters of a 

device and can also be used to mathematically model its behavior in an electrical 

circuit. Peak power, Pmax, short circuit current, Isc, open circuit voltage,Voc, and fill 

factor, FF are main parameters for characterization of a solar cell. Using these 

parameters, conversion efficiency, ƞ is calculated. Maximum current and voltage are 
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obtained from the I-V curves by perpendiculars from maximum power point to 

abscissa and ordinate.  

Fill factor (2.6) is the ratio between maximum power generated from solar cell and 

product of Voc and Isc: 

FF=
VmpImp

VocIsc
              (2.6) 

The conversion efficiency (2.7) is calculated as the ratio between the generated 

maximum power and the incident power: 

ƞ =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑃𝑖𝑛
=

𝑉𝑚𝑝 𝐼𝑚𝑝

𝑃𝑖𝑛
=

𝑉𝑜𝑐 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝐹𝐹

𝑃𝑖𝑛
 (2.7) 

The irradiance value, Pin is calculated with using area of solar cell and irradiance of light 

source. AM1.5, 1000W/m2 has become a standard conditions for efficiency 

measurements. 

2.3 Spectral Nature of Sunlight 

Sunlight reaches the earth from approximately 93 million miles away by radiation. But 

for practical usage it is easier to think that sun strikes earth with direct photons which 

have different incident angles at different positions of sun [8]. Sunlight power reduces 

while it is taking way in the atmosphere. It absorbs air and dust through this way so its 

properties change. To characterize and standardize sun spectrum the air mass 

coefficient term is used with syntax AM. It is path length of the sunlight, given at 

equation (2.8) [8],[12].  

𝐴𝑀 = 1/𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃                         (2.8) 

At equation (2.8) 𝜃 is the angle from sun to zenith. While sun directly overhead the 

earth 𝜃 is zero and AM1. On the earth surface air mass is equal to one or greater than 

one.   

In photovoltaic researches, to compare all different solar cells experiments accurately, 

standard conditions were defined in 1980 based on AM1.5. From the calculation 

irradiance power is normalized as 1000 W/m2. According to this standard 𝜃=48.2. 
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Although zenith angle changes during a year, 48.2 is the useful for the overall yearly 

average [15]. 

The geometric conditions for standardization are given Figure 2.11. The receiving 

surface has been represented for the USA so that 37° tilted surface was selected to 

present average latitude of the USA [15]. 

 

Figure 2.11 Standard spectral geometry [15] 

2.4 Classification of Solar Cells 

Solar cells can be classfied in different groups which depend on materials, industrial 

usage and fabrication techniques.  

General classification related to p-n junction type. If materials in each side of junction 

are same semiconductor but only different thing is doping method, this solar cell is 

called homojunction solar cell. If semiconductor materials are both different in each 

side of junction, this is called heterojunction solar cell. For instance, SnO2/CuInSe2, 

CdS/Cu2S, ZnO/Cu2S  are heterojunction solar cells.  

The other classification can be related with which solar cells are being used in industry 

and which are emerging with pre-industrial research techniques currently. 

2.4.1 Industrial solar cells 

These solar cells can be divided three main parts which are related with commonly 

used materials: Crystalline silicon solar cells, thin film solar cells and multijunction solar 

cells. 
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 Crystalline silicon solar cells 

Silicon solar cells are called first generation solar cells. They date back more than 50 

years to the early 1940s [16]. Throughout the decades, many research groups have 

contributed to improve device structures and methods for formation. 

First silicon cell was made by Russel Ohl in 1946, from natural junction but with 

efficiencies well below 1%. After that, in 1954 The first practical photovoltaic cell was 

developed at Bell Laboratories by Daryl Chapin, Calvin Souther Fuller and Gerald 

Pearson. They used a diffused silicon p–n junction that reached 6% efficiency. From 

1954 to 1960 Less Hoffman improved the efficiency of solar cells to 14%. At first, cells 

were developed for toys and other minor uses, as the cost of the electricity they 

produced was very high; in relative terms, a cell that produced 1 watt of electrical 

power in bright sunlight cost about $250, comparing to $2 to $3 per watt for a coal 

plant [17].  

The price of solar panels fell steadily for 40 years, until 2004, increased demand in 

Germany caused price increasing of purified silicon (which is used in computer chips as 

well as solar panels). Four years later in 2008, lead by Chinese manufacturing, prices 

for solar modules in Germany dropped from €3 to €1 per peak watt. During the same 

time production capacity surged with an annual growth of more than 50%. China 

increased market share from 8% in 2008 to over 55% in the last quarter of 2010 [17]. 

Recently, in December 2012 the price of Chinese solar panels had dropped to 

$0.60/Wp (crystalline modules) [18].  

Crystalline silicon is common bulk material for solar cells and it is separated into 

multiple categories according to crystallinity and crystal size in the resulting ingot, 

ribbon and wafer. These are listed in two main types; monocrystalline and 

polycrystalline which are entirely based around the concept of a p-n junction.  

Monocrystalline wafer cells tend to be expensive because they are cut from cylindrical 

ingots so the crystalline framework is homogenius. Polycrystalline silicons are made 

from cast square ingots large blocks of molten silicon and they contain smaller 

crystalls. These cells are less expensive than single crystal silicon cells to produce, but 

are less efficient. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calvin_Souther_Fuller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerald_Pearson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerald_Pearson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerald_Pearson
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As the most common solar cells used in commercially available solar cells, crystalline 

silicon PV cells are representing 87% of world PV cell market sales in 2011. Crystalline 

silicon PV cells have laboratory energy conversion efficiencies as high as 25% for 

monocrystalline cells and 20.4% for polycrystalline cells. However, industrially 

produced solar modules currently achieve 18%-24% efficiencies [19]. Figure 2.12 

shows the appearance difference between mono and polycrystaline silicon solar cells. 

 

Figure 2.12 Monocrystalline silicon solar sell (left) and polycrystalline silicon solar cell 
(right) 

 Thin film technologies 

Thin film solar cell is made by depositing one or more thin layers of various 

photovoltaic (PV) materials on a substrate. The PV materials are carefully chosen to 

absorb a broader range of the solar spectrum that extends beyond visible light. 

Compared with the crystalline solar modules thin film modules are less efficient, at 8%-

13% but they have a major advantage about the cost. Thin film panels cost 

approximately 30% less than crystalline panels ($0.75 per watt)[20].  

However, lower cost advantage makes thin film panel more attractive, they have other 

important features different from crystallines: flexibility and better performance in hot 

wheather. While crystalline solar panel cells are 0.15-0.2 mm thick, thin film cells can 

be as thin as 0.001 mm so this makes them more flexible for installation.  Temperature 

comparison is seen Table 2.1 [21], [22]. The electricity performance of photovoltaic 

module is measured by standard condition (STC) which include strong light (1000 

W/m2, 1.5 AM solar spectrum) and 25°C solar cell temperature. However while 

operating under sunlight the temperature of solar module can be higher than 

atmosphere temperature 25°C, for roof of building installations 55°C is not unusual 
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temperature. In this case temperature coefficient is very important parameter for 

various solar cell technology. The temperature coefficient is usually minus and 

acoording to Ample-Sun’s research, it is -0.2%/°C for thin films and -0.5%/°C for 

crystalline solar cell. That means, when module worked on 50°C, if we compare with 

the 25°C conditions, for thin films efficiency will loose 5% and 12.5% for crystalline 

[23]. 

Table 2.1 Solar panel performance with increasing temperature [20] 

Temperature 
°C 

Efficiency of solar panel (%) 

a-Si thin film Crystalline 

25 (STC) 10 16 
35 8 11 
45 6 6 
50 5 3.5 

 

Cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) and amorphous 

silicon (a-Si) are three thin film technologies which are often used in solar power 

production.  

CdTe cells (Figure 2.13) are made of cadmium and tellurium. According to First Solar 

announcement in February 2013 which is an American manufacturer of thin film 

photovoltaic, cadmium telluride thin film solar cell efficiency world record was 

breaking. This solar cell efficiency is published as 18.7%. Its previous world record, in 

2011 was 17.3% efficiency [24].   

Amorphous silicon which is known from solar rechargeable calculators is the first thin 

film material available commercially. CIGS just recently became available for small 

commercial applications. Manufacturing is still expensive, but high efficiency in the lab 

has been achieved in 2013 as 20.4% by Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials 

Science and Technology, EMPA [25]. 

 Multijunction solar cells 

Multijunction cells currently used effectively with terrestrial solar concentrators. They 

were orginally developed for special applications for instance, satellites and space 

exploration.  
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These solar cells include multiple p-n junctions that made of different semiconductor 

materials. For this reason each material’s p-n junction response to a different 

wavelenght of light so cell produce efficiently electric current at these different 

wavelenghts.  

Multijunction cells consist of multiple thin films for example a triple-junction cell 

consists GaAs, Ge and GaInP2. Combinations of semiconductors are very important for 

the efficiently absorbtion of sunlight. The world record for energy efficiency of a 

production solar cell had broken, in 2013, by The Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy 

Systems ISE, Soitec, CEA-Leti and the Helmholtz Center Berlin, with 44.7% rate of 

conversion of sunlight to electrical energy with four-junction cell [26]. Figure 2.13 

shows this multijunction solar cell. 

 

Figure 2.13 CdTe thin film solar cell (left), record-holder multi- junction solar cell (right) 

2.4.2 Pre-Industrial solar cells 

The photovoltaic market has shown growth over the last years. Even though PV sector 

is exploding, PV generated electricity in most places are not compete in price with 

conventionally generated electricity. For this reason, new production processes are 

focused on cheap materials and deposition methods. Metal oxides,  dyes and polymers 

(organic) are very popular materials for PVs  as  cheap production materials. 

 Dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) 

DSSC were published by O’Regan and Gratzel first time so these type of cells are also 

called “Gratzel cells”. As explanation in their paper, dye sensitized solar cells seperate 

the function of light absorption from charge carrier transport that differs them other 

cells. In the case of n-type materials, such as TiO2 current is generated when a photon 

absorbed by a dye molecule gives rise to electron injection into the conduction band of 
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semiconductor. To complete the circuit, the dye must be regenerated by electron 

transfer from redox species in solution which is then reduced at the counter electrode 

[27]. Figure 2.14 illustrates schematic representation of this principle. The device was 

deposited with a monolayer of trimeric ruthenium complex harvests as an abrober 

layer. The overall light to electricity energy conversion yield is 7.1-7.9% in simulated 

solar light [27]. 

For years many experiments are experienced with different kind of dyes and 

semiconductrors last one of them reached 33.2% efficiency with fabrication of 

Muscovite/TiO2/Dye/Al sandwiched photovoltaic cell. Solar cell was fabricated by using 

the technique of physical vapor deposition (PVD) and absorber dye was Rhodamine B 

[28]. 

 

Figure 2.14 Principle of dye sensitized photovoltaic cell (S:Sensitizer, S*:electronically 

excited sensitizer, S+: oxidized sensitizer)[27] 

 Polymer solar cells 

Polymer solar cells are built from thin films of semiconductors which includes polymer 

such as polyphenylene vinylene. Energy conversion efficiencies are very low compared 

to inorganic materials. One of the recent researchs has been demonstrated by Konarka 

Technologies to have 8.3% efficiency in 2010 and the cell was certified by the National 

Energy Renewable Laboratory as a new world record for an organic photovoltaic solar 

cell [29]. 
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 Metal oxide solar cells 

Metal oxides (MO) are commonly used in PV cells as transparent conducting oxides 

(TCO) for instance; fluorine doped thin oxide (FTO), indium tin oxide (ITO) or aluminum 

doped zinc oxide (AZO). Even though MO are widely used in PV cells only few MOs 

have been used as light absorbers. 

Cu2O is a popular material for metal oxide solar cells. Its electronic band gap 

approximately 2.0 eV [30]. There are many reports on metal semiconductor 

heterojunction solar cells fabricated using Cu2O as the active layer but efficiency above 

1% has been difficult. First maximum efficiency for Cu2O based solar cells is reported 

for Cu-Cu2O solar cell with 1.76% in 1981 [31]. After this report new maximum 

efficiency was recorded by AZO/ZO/Cu2O n-p heterojunction solar cell with 3.83% in 

2011 [32]. 

Some of the new results for copper oxide based thin film solar cells will be given by 

chronological order. 

Cu2O was grown electrochemically within TiO2 films, nanotubes but the conversion 

efficiency remined below 1%. Lie et al. (2010) fabricated core-shell Cu2O/TiO2 radial p-

n heterojunction photovoltaic device by using electrodeposition method with an 

efficiency of 0.01% [33].This experiment can be seen on Figure 2.15. 

 

Figure 2.15 (a) Schematic diagram of Cu2O/TiO2 core shell p-n junction photovoltaic, 
(b) Energy band diagram of Cu2O/TiO2 p-n junction, (c) J-V characteristics before 

and (d) after annealing in Ar at 200° C for 1 h[33] 
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Musselman et al.(2010) [34] used electrodepositing to synthesize Cu2O/ZnO nanowire 

heterojunction solar cell. It showed 0.36% conversion efficiency. Nanowire arrays were 

grown on Zn seed layers on indium oxide (ITO)/ glass substrates and top contact Au 

was evaporated. 

Another report was recorded 0.15% power conversion efficiency with p-Cu2O/n-TiO2 

thin film heterojunction solar cells by Hussain et al. (2012) [35]. Fabrication was 

processed on two steps, radio frequency (rf) magnetron sputtering of TiO2 followed by 

electrodeposition of Cu2O. TiO2 layers were deposited on a indium tin oxide (ITO) 

coated glass substrate.Figure 2.16 illustrates the results of this report on the left side 

with energy level band diagram of heterojunction solar cell with the energy band gap 

of Cu2O and TiO2 and on the right side the current-voltage characteristics of cell in dark 

and under illumination, the inset shows the ohmic behaviour between Cu2O and TiO2. 

 

Figure 2.16 (left) Energy level band diagram, (right) the current-voltage characteristics 
of the Cu2O/TiO2 thin film (a) in the dark (b) under illumination [35] 

 

Chen et al. (2012)  reported on fabrication of IZO/Cu2O heterostructure solar cells in 

which the Cu2O layers were prepared by oxidation of Cu thin films deposited on glass 

substrate [36]. One micron thick cuprous oxide film is deposited by magnetron reactive 

sputtering.  Indium oxide doped zinc oxide (IZO) was deposited onto the Cu2O layer by 

sputtering and indium electrodes were formed by the evaporation onto both the 

surface of the IZO layer and the Cu2O layer (Figure 2.17).The measured parameters of 
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solar cells were short circuit current, the open circuit voltage, the fill factor, an the 

efficiency, which had values of 0.11 mA, 0.136 V, 0.338 and 0.56% respectively.  

 

Figure 2.17 Schematic cross-section of the completed structure[36] 

Kidowaki et al.(2012) used another form of copper, CuO, as an active layer for a 

photovoltaic device. It based on an ITO/CuO/C60 heterojunction structure by the spin 

coated method. Finally, 1.8x10-6 % efficiency provided with 3.7 eV band gap of CuO 

which is higher than the typicily in literature reported band gap of CuO [37]. 

Rühle et al.(2012) [30] have recently developed an all oxide bilayer heterojunction cells 

to bring all-oxide PV with using CuO and Co3O4 as light absorbers. PV cells contains as a 

substrate, FTO and TiO2 layer on it which was deposited by spray pyrolysis, followed by 

CuO or Co3O4 absorber layer deposition by pulsed laser deposition. For back contact Cr 

and Au layers were sputtered. For TiO2/CuO and TiO2/Co3O4 bilayer heterojunctions I-V 

curves measured and conversion efficiency stayed far below 1%. 

p-Cu2O/n-ZnO nanowires were fabricated on ITO/glass substrates by Baek et 

al.(2013)[38]. The Cu2O was electrodeposited as the absorber layer, the ZnO film was 

formed on the ITO as an electron injection layer. To fabricate Cu2O/ZnO nanowire 

structure the Al doped ZnO (AZO) layer was deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) 

on ITO substrate for the vertical alignment of ZnO nanowire arrays. The conversion 

efficiency of this structure was 0.27% under 1.5 AM illumination.  
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Figure 2.18 Schematic drawing of the Au/Cu2O/ZnO nanowires/AZO/ITO/glass 
heterostructure solar cell [38] 

Rühle et al.(2014)[39] studied TiO2-Cu2O heterojunction solar cells on FTO substrate 

with different back contacts; Au, ITO, Cu  and Ag. They produced linear TiO2 thickness 

gradient using spray pyrolysis and a bell shaped Cu2O profile using Pulsed laser 

deposition. They aim to investigate metal oxide layers with different thickness. They 

patched 169 back contact for each of them so totally 676 contacts were patched on a 

solar cell library. Each contact represented a solar cell with different TiO2 and Cu2O 

layer thicknesses. Cu2O band gap was estimated 2.5 eV for all library. They showed 

that open circuit voltage of  TiO2-Cu2O heterojunction solar cells is approximately 300 

mV and it is independent of the metal oxide layers thicknesses and metal contact type. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. FABRICATION OF THIN FILMS FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC 

APPLICATIONS 

A thin film is a layer of material which is created by growth processes on a substrate. 

Thin films may involve thickness range, varying from a few nanometers (monolayer) to 

several micrometers. The structural, chemical and physical properties of thin film 

materials are mainly dependent on the deposition parameters. 

Thin film deposition is defined as the applying a thin film to a surface. Although “thin” 

is a relative term, most deposition techniques control layer thickness within a few tens 

of nanometers. Deposition techniques fall into two main categories as chemical 

deposition and physical deposition. 

Although physical deposition methods are used in this work, other deposition methods 

are also explained briefly. 

3.1 Chemical Deposition 

In this technique, a fluid precursor undergoes a chemical change at a solid surface, 

leaving a solid layer. Deposition can be occurred any surface since the fluid surround 

the solid object. Chemical deposition techniques can be categorized by the phase of 

precursor. Chemical solution deposition, spin coating and chemical vapor deposition 

are mostly used chemical deposition techniques for thin film applications. 

3.1.1 Chemical solution deposition 

Chemical solution deposition (CSD) is also known “sol-gel” technique because of 

solution evolve towards the formation of a gel. The process starts with the preparation 
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of precursors as carboxylates or metallo-organic compounds, usually, alkoxides. The 

precursors are dissolved in appropriate solvents and mixed in a stoichiometric ratio 

that yields the desired composition of the thin film. The next processing step is 

deposition of the coating solution on the substrate by spin coating using a rotating 

substrate, spray coating the misted solution, or dip coating in a solution bath. Lastly, 

the wet film is dried [40]. If precursor solution and substrate wetting phases are 

successed, CSD represents a rapid and cost-effective method for synthesizing high 

quality electronic oxide thin films. 

3.1.2 Spin coating 

Spin coating is a procedure used to deposit films on a flat substrate. Usually a small 

amount of coating material applied on the center than substrate is accelerated to the 

desired speed so excess of liquid delivers to the surface of substrate to be coated and 

wetted it. Result of spinning at the constant rate fluid on the substrate starts to be 

thinner. Subsequently, the film drying stage begins [41].  

3.1.3 Chemical vapor deposition 

CVD involves flowing a precursor gas or gases into a chamber containing one or more 

heated objects to be coated. Chemical reactions occur on and near the hot surfaces, 

resulting in the deposition of a thin film on the surface [42]. 

 

Figure 3.1 CVD mechanism [43] 
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3.2 Physical Deposition 

Physical deposition uses mechanical, electromechanical or thermodynamic means to 

produce a thin film of solid instead of chemical reactions. This technique is mostly 

known as physical vapor deposition. Sputtering and pulsed laser deposition techniques 

are used in this work so this section includes definitions and explanations about them. 

3.2.1 Sputter processing 

Sputter deposition is basically defined as a process in which condensation of ejected 

atoms onto a sample to produce a thin film of these atoms. Ejected atoms are acquired 

from a target material by accelerated ionized atoms [44].  

The sputtering process occurs in a vacuum chamber. The main components in the 

sputter chamber are target material, substrate, sputtering gas (an inert gas) and 

sputtering source. Target materials which are deposited on the substrates can be 

metal oxides (zinc oxide, titanium dioxide, tin oxide etc.), gold and silver. Sputtering 

gas is often argon. Sputtering source is used to accelerate the bombardment ion so it 

can be direct current (DC) or radio frequency (RF).  

DC power supply is mostly used for conducting targets sputtering. In case of  insulating 

or semiconducting targets, an RF power supply is required [45]. 

During sputtering process firstly, electrically neutral Argon atoms are introduced into a 

vacuum chamber at a pressure of 1 to 10 mTorr [45]. Between target and substrate a 

DC voltage is placed to ionize Argon atoms and create plasma. This plasma is also 

called a glow discharge because of its light emitting feature. At the same time, ionized 

Argon ions accelerated to the target for atom ejecting. Ejected atoms go through the 

substrate and deposit.Figure 3.2 shows a schematic illustration of sputtering process. 

Addition a magnetic field to the basic DC sputtering system benefits to direct the 

ejected atoms to spiral magnetic flux lines near the target instead of being attracted 

toward the substrate. The main advantage of this is the plasma restricted to an area 

near the target, without causing damages to the thin film being formed.  
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Figure 3.2 Schematic representation of sputtering process 

The same type of physical process can also be done to remove unwanted material 

from a sample, in which case the ejected atoms can be collected on the chamber 

shielding. The process is called “sputter etching” [44]. Etching is selective removal of 

thin films result a desired thin film pattern. It is used micro fabrication with masks to 

protect the certain surface. Figure 3.3 shows the illustration of etching process. 

 

Figure 3.3 Etching illustration 

3.2.2 Pulsed laser deposition 

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a deposition technique which is used to prepare thin 

films by ablation of one or more targets are illuminated by a focused pulsed- laser 

beam. 

This technique was first used in 1960 after first experiments; it is used by Smith and 

Turner as a directed energy source for evaporative film growth in 1965. In late of 

1980s PLD used for oxide film growth successfully. During years PLD development 

continued and it gained an important place for academic researches. Today in the 

deposition of insulators, semiconductors, metals, polymers and rarely biologic 

materials PLD technique is used [46]. It is mostly used small scale areas. 
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This process can be crudely split into two sections; first one is the plasma creation and 

expansion, second one is film growth at the substrate. First of all these steps occur in 

an ultrahigh vacuum chamber (UHV), elementary or alloy targets are stuck at an angle 

of 45° by a pulsed and focused laser beam. Substrates are placed with the surface 

parallel to the target surface at a target to substrate distance is typically 2-10 cm [47].  

At the plasma creation section, high power laser pulses are used to melt, evaporate 

and ionize material from the surface of a target. This event is known “ablation” or 

“evaporation”. Ablation produces a transient, highly luminous plasma plume which 

extends away from the target surface. The plasma plume is defined as a vaporized 

material which includes neutrals, ions, and electrons. Ablation part is followed by film 

growth section. This occurs on a substrate by condensing the plume material and 

growing the thin film. The PLD set-up is shown on Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of PLD set-up in University of Twente [48] 

 

As it is mentioned above PLD is advanced method for small scale areas. Although there 

are many applications (nanoelectronics and photonics, energy, nanobiotechnology and 

nanomedicine) PLD could not answer large scale industrial needs because of its area 

controlled growth. But recentlyl arge area deposition is became available, able to grow 

thin films on wafers, up to 200 mm diameter (Figure 3.5) [48].  
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Figure 3.5 Scailing the synthesis of nanaomaterials: from 5x5 mm2 to 200 mm wafer 
size [48] 

 Pulsed laser deposition of TiO2 and CuxO in literature 

During PLD, many experimental parameters can be changed, which then have a strong 

influence on film properties. The laser parameters; laser fluence, wavelenght, pulse 

duration and repetition rate, the preperation conditions; target to substrate distance, 

substrate temperature, background gas and pressure are variable features for 

influence the film growth. Since pressure and temperature are mainly effective 

parameters on thin films, in this part of this work, will be mentioned about some 

research results about these properties. 

The TiO2 different crystal structures; anatase and rutile was observed under increasing 

oxygen partial pressure at fixed temperature by Syarif et al. (2002) [49]. TiO2 films 

were deposited on glass substrates by PLD technique; with sintered TiO2 pellet target, 

at 10 Hz repetation rate, at different oxygen partial pressure from 5 to 90 mTorr. The 

deposition time was fixed 90 min. Film thicknesses were determined range from 130 to 

330 nm at 5-90 mTorr respectively. They obtained rutile crystal structure when oxygen 

partial pressure was 5 mTorr and anatase structure crystals when partial pressure 20-

90 mTorr. The measured band gaps were 3.02 eV (5 mTorr) and 3.20 eV (20-90 mTorr). 

Cui et al. (2012) deposited nanocrystalline TiO2 films from metallic titanium at low 

temperatures by pulsed laser deposition with the assistance of 4x10-2 Pa oxygen 

plasma [50]. Single crystalline and transparent fused silica plates were used as the 

substrates. In the environment of pure oxygen plasma, metallic titanium target was 

ablated by focused laser pulsed. The as deposited films show a mixed anatase and 

rutile and exhibit good optical transparency in the visible and near infrared region. 
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Improvement of crystallinity was processed by annealing. Results after annealing at 

900°C are shown complete transition to pure rutile nanocrystalline structure. They 

worked on three different annealing temperatures (300°C, 600°C and 900°C) to 

observe these changes. When the annealing temperature further increased the band 

gap energy shows a decreasing tendency. While as deposited film band gap value (Eg) 

was determined 3.25 eV, after annealing at 300°C it is 3.30 eV, for 600°C and 900°C  

were 3.25 and 3.24 eV respectively. 

Another article which is about the effect of oxygen partial pressure on PLD deposited 

TiO2 was recorded by Balakrishnan et al. (2013) [51]. They deposited nanocrystalline 

TiO2 thin films on silicon and quartz substrates at various oxygen partial pressures in 

range 1x10-5-3.5x10-1 mbar with a substrate temperature 973 K. The studies indicated 

the formation of mixed phase at higher oxygen partial pressures and strong rutile 

phase at lower oxygen partial pressures. In addition, band gap values of thin films 

increased from 3.20 eV to 3.60 eV by increasing oxygen partial pressure. 

As in TiO2 phase formation, oxygen pressure also influences copper oxide structural 

properties. Chen et al. (2008) studied different temperatures and pressures for copper 

oxide deposition by PLD [52]. Cu2O and CuO thin films grown on silicon substrates by 

using CuO target. Firstly, film growth performed at 500°C and under 0.004-32 Pa 

pressure range. Further increasing pressure (>0.04 Pa) the CuO thin films are obtained. 

Afterwards, under 0.04 Pa pressure and at 400-700°C temperature range, thin films 

were deposited and further increasing substrate temperature CuO2 film modification 

was obtained. Besides, while oxygen partial pressure increased, 0.04-0.4-32 Pa, band 

gap values decreased, 2.52-2.42-2.12 eV, respectively.  
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CHAPTER 4 

4. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

PV devices were based on a single p-n junction between as an n-type material, TiO2 

and p-type material Cu2O. TiO2 layer was deposited on a TCO, glass with FTO or ITO. 

For the back contacts gold were preferred.  

FTO and ITO are mostly used as TCO substrates in photovoltaic devices. They are acting 

window layers for light to pass through the active layer where carrier generation 

occurs. Strong transparent and conductive surface are important properties to be used 

as a thin film electrode in a photovoltaic device. 

TiO2 is famous material with its diverse applications. It is most widely used in these 

applications; as white pigment with its brightness, UV blocker because of absorbing UV 

light and photo catalyst. TiO2 is known with its three crystal forms; anatase 

(tetragonal), rutile (tetragonal) and brookite (orthorhombic) (Figure 4.1). Rutile is the 

most stable form and anatase to rutile transition is possible at high temperatures. But 

anatase is well known with its excellent photocatalytic behavior and its 3.2 eV band 

gap is larger than rutile which is 3.0 eV. It is an n-type semiconductor with large 

indirect band gap and usually transparent in a wide spectral range between visible and 

infrared. Large band gap of a transparent film an important parameter to extract more 

power from sun. When TiO2 is located on the top side of the device; electron-holes 

pairs can only be performed by UV light on TiO2 so it will allow the photons to pass 

through the absorber layer which have less band gap energy. Besides, the excited 

electrons on the conduction band of Cu2O would transfer to TiO2 while generated 

holes in valence band of Cu2O prefer to opposite transfer and TiO2/Cu2O junction will 
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separate charge carriers effectively. Therefore, this TiO2/Cu2O p-n junction exhibits 

promising system for solar cells. 

 

Figure 4.1 Crystal forms of TiO2 [53] 

Copper oxide, has three phases as it is seen at Figure 4.2; CuO (cupric oxide), Cu2O 

(cuprous oxide) and Cu4O3 (paramelaconite) [54]. CuO and Cu2O are attractive 

materials for photovoltaic applications because of their abundance of raw material, 

cheap producing methods and favorable electrical properties. Both of them are p-type 

material with direct narrow band gaps. For Cu2O band gap is mostly known as 2.0 eV 

but this value depends on the fabrication methods so it can be represented between 

2.0-2.6 eV and CuO it is 1.3-2.1 eV. If we compare these two phases maximum 

theoretical efficiencies according to Shockley-Queisser limit, Cu2O almost 23% and for 

CuO it is near 30% [2].  But at many researches the efficiency of CuO solar cell is quite 

low. The band gap of a semiconductor is not only parameter to estimate the efficiency, 

its carrier lifetime is also important. Cu2O has higher carrier lifetime than CuO [55] so it 

might be another reason to explain suitability of Cu2O as an active material for solar 

cells. 

 

Figure 4.2 Crystal forms of copper oxide (gray:copper and red:oxygen atoms)[54] 
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Cu2O can absorb the photons which have larger energy than 2.0 eV. This energy equals 

to a photon’s energy at 620 nm. In other words, Cu2O absorption range is between 

visible and ultraviolet sunlight range which involves 53% of sunlight.  

Table 4.1 summarizes the roles of functional layers in thin film solar cell which was 

explained above. In this table, layer types express glass with FTO or ITO and TiO2 

together as substrate, FTO or ITO as front contact, Cu2O as absorber and gold as back 

contact. 

Table 4.1 List the four types of layers in thin film solar cell together with their specific 
tasks and requriments necessary for an efficient solar cell[56] 

Layer type Possible tasks and requirements 

Substrate Mechanical and thermal stability, transparency 

Front contact 
Light trapping, antireflection, electrical contact,  
charge extraction, transparency 

Absorber Absorb light, charge extraction, low recombination 

Back contact Electrical contact, charge extraction 

 

To understand the following experimental part’s proceeding way, repetition of aims in 

that work will be useful. First aim is to achieve the anatase crystalline TiO2 phase 

growing on the substrates. This part was completed by using commercial FTO 

substrates. Afterwards, to enhance the crystallinty of TiO2 another substrate ITO was 

used. Second aim is to achieve Cu2O growing on the TiO2 layer. Cu2O growing 

experiments were completed on the TiO2 layers which were provided from project 

colloborator in Israel Bar Ilan University, since these samples had pure anatase phase. 

After determination of optimum deposition conditions for both TiO2 and Cu2O layers, 

photovoltaic cells were produced on these conditions and gold was used for the back 

contact. Gold layer was prepared by sputtering methode.  

4.1 p-n Heterojunction Photovoltaic Cell Process Conditions 

In this part, samples’ electron conductor layer as a p-side; TiO2 deposition and active 

layer as an n-side; Cu2O deposition conditions will be explained.  
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4.1.1 Sample preparation for deposition 

Commercial substrates both FTO and ITO were used. FTO substrates specifications: 

6.7x6.7 mm2 size and a sheet resistance of 15 Ω per square (TEC 15, Hatford Glass Co. 

Inc.). ITO substrate specifications: approximately of 9x9 mm2size and 3x10-4 Ω per cm 

resistance (SolMateS B.V). They were cleaned properly before deposition by using 

acetone and ethyl alcohol. First of all they were kept in acetone 5 minutes in ultrasonic 

bath. After that they were washed by ethyl alcohol and dried under nitrogen stream. 

Following this cleaning part all samples were viewed under microscope and if there 

were some surface dirtiness, cleaning part was repeated.  

4.1.2 TiO2 deposition on FTO substrate 

TiO2 layer was deposited by pulsed laser deposition (Figure 4.3) consisting of a KrF 

excimer laser with 248 nm wavelength (Coherent). Laser was operated at the 

repetition rate of 8 Hz. The laser was directed to target, as explained at Chapter 3 

pulsed laser deposition part, for plasma plume creation. Two different targets were 

used. One of them has been prepared from commercially available TiO2 powder by 

sinterization. This target was called at following steps “TiO2-powder target”. Another 

target was pure single crystal anatase which was called “TiO2-crystalline target”. 

During deposition target was moved right to left to prevent the target surface drilling. 

Because of using very small area substrates, substrate rotation wasn’t necessary to 

produce homogenous films. Substrate was attached sample stage by using silver paste 

then sample stage was placed to sample holder which is mounted to a heater in the 

PLD chamber.  Target to substrate distance was 5 cm.  

TiO2 deposition was carried out on FTO substrates at 0.4 mbar oxygen pressure, 

variable temperatures from 350°C to 550°C and during 60 minutes deposition time. 

Samples were called FTO350, FTO450 and FTO550 related with their deposition 

temperatures, respectively. During deposition of these samples TiO2-powder target 

was used. 

After deposition, structural and optical measurements have been done. Because of 

achieving amorphous to crystalline transformation, samples were annealed at 600°C.  

Annealed samples’ structural and optical measurements have done, too. 
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Figure 4.3 Pulsed Laser Deposition in University of Twente 

4.1.3 Sample cleaning after deposition 

After deposition, glass side of the samples which stacked to sample stage by silver 

paste had yellowish appearance. Acetone and ethyl alcohol chemicals weren’t 

successful remover to clean this stain. The stain looks inside the glass layer of the 

substrates. With taking account silver can be used to prepare silver nanopartical glass 

under high temperatures [57], all samples’ absorbance measurements were done. 

They showed a sharp peak around 400 nm. According to reference [57] UV-Visible 

absorption spectra showed strong absorption band centered at 410 nm and the 

absorbance increased as a function of silver content. Besides, glass color was changing 

from opaque to yellow-brownish with increasing silver content. The appearances of 

some samples in the present experiment and absorbance spectra can be seen on 

Figure 4.4. Considering with this figure we can say that during the deposition silver 

paste insert the glass and it causes the yellow stains.  

To overcome this problem, grinding papers with 30 um and 10 um grain size (Struers 

SiC Foil) were used respectively. After these grinding and polishing part, absorbance 

measurements were repeated and it was seen that the peak around 410 nm was 
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disappeared. FTO14 was the heavily yellowish sample so its before and after grinding 

absorbance spectra is illustrated on Figure 4.5.  

After grinding and polishing, samples kept in acetone for 5 minutes then washed with 

ethyl alcohol.  

 

Figure 4.4 Absorbance spectra of yellowish-glass substrates 
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Figure 4.5 Absorbance spectra of yellowish glass substrate before and after grinding 
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4.1.4 TiO2 deposition on ITO substrate 

Pulsed laser deposition was carried on ITO substrates at 500°C and two different 

pressures; 0.05 mbar and 0.2 mbar. The samples were called ITO005 and ITO02 related 

with their deposition pressures, respectively. TiO2-crystalline target was used. Other 

deposition parameters were same as 4.1.2. After deposition cleaning step was also 

done as 4.1.3. 

Inspection of samples at different conditions and with different substrates were 

directed the experiments through photovoltaic cell’s junction’s n type side. Next step 

was determining to growth parameters for p type side: Cu2O which will be explained at 

following part. 

4.1.5 Active layer deposition 

Copper oxide deposition experiments were done on the pure anatase grown FTO 

substrates which were provided from Bar Ilan University. PLD was set-up as reference 

[39] but different from this reference target material was CuO instead of Cu2O.   

Copper oxide layer deposition was performed at 400°C and under 0.2 mbar total 

pressure in the chamber together with argon and oxygen. Oxygen partial pressure was 

regulated to achieve Cu2O crystal phase. Three different pressures was used; without 

oxygen (only 0.2 mbar Ar atmosphere), 2x10-4 mbar and 2x10-2 mbar oxygen partial 

pressures. The effect of variable oxygen pressures on Cu2O and CuO phase growth was 

observed by XRD. Different CuxO composition’s absorbance spectra were measured by 

spectrophotometer and band gap values were estimated by Tauc plot. 

4.1.6 Overall photovoltaic cell deposition 

After deposition parameters of individual layers were defined, overall photovoltaic cell 

was produced on ITO substrate.TiO2 deposition was carried on 0.08 mbar oxygen 

pressure and 500°C temperature. Cu2O deposition was proceeding under 0.2 mbar 

total pressure of argon and oxygen. Oxygen partial pressure was 2x10-4 mbar and 

temperature was 400°C. 
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To make two electrode shapes onto solar cell, ITO substrate’s 2-3 mm part was 

covered before deposition. Thus, covered part wasn’t deposited to use ITO one of the 

contacts and without covering part was deposited with TiO2 and Cu2O respectively 

(Figure 4.6). 

4.1.7 Bottom layer deposition (back contact) 

Good electrical contacts are very important parameters to make electrical 

characterization of cell accurately. To provide an electrical contact, substrate, ITO was 

used as one of the electrodes and it was covered with gold layer to make it better 

contact. For another electrode, gold was sputtered on the Cu2O layer. 

Gold contacts were deposited by radio frequency sputtering method from gold target 

and using argon as a sputtering gas. Perkin Elmer RF Sputtering System 2400 was used 

at 0.02 mbar argon pressure, 6 minutes (about 240 nm). To provide steady gold 

bonding, both copper and ITO parts were etched for 1 min (equals to 2 nm) before 

deposition.  

During the sputtering, 0.2 nm thick copper sheets were used as homemade masks.  

Every mask had one large hole with vary diameters from 2.9 to 4 mm for onto Cu2O 

patche and one small hole with vary diameters from 1 to 2 mm. These dimensions 

were aligned corresponding with overall solar cell surface shape.  

Overview of overall photovoltaic cell layers before-after PLD and before-after 

sputtering can be seen on Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 Overview of overall photovoltaic cell layers (a) with covered part before PLD 
(b) after PLD (c) before gold sputtering with mask (d) after gold sputtering 

(TCO: ITO or FTO) 

 

4.2 Sample Inspection and Characterization 

Crystal structures of samples were investigated by XRD (PANalytical X’Pert Pro). Optical 

measurements; transmittance and absorbance spectra of films were completed by 

using spectrophotometer (VARIAN CARY 50 Scan UV-Visible Spectrophotometer) in the 

wavelength range from 200-1000 nm. To investigate the film thickness, cross sectional 

views were presented by scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss MERLIN HR-SEM). 

4.2.1 Illumination set-up 

An illumination set-up was arranged to investigate the electrical properties of solar 

cells. Figure 4.7 shows the components of this set-up and Table 4.2 includes properties 

of the components. A photo conductance tool which is suitable for analysis of carrier 

recombination lifetime was tested with a commercially available silicon solar cell (MC-

SP0.8-NF-GCS) to make it operational for obtaining I-V curves of photovoltaic cells 

which were produced in this study.  
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Figure 4.7 Illumination set-up 

 

Table 4.2 llumination set-up components 

Label Component Name 

1 WCT-100 Photoductance Tool, SINTON Consulting Inc. 
2 Quantum Qpaq Model X Battery 
3 Delta Elektronika Power Supply E030-3 
4 Voltcraft 350E Multimeter 
5 Tektronix TDS 2022B-Two Channel Digital Storage Oscilloscope 
6 Resistor 

 

Photo conductance tool’s flash head was operated under 400W.s and 1 sun conditions 

and during the measurements it was connected to battery. Solar cell was put on the 

sample stage and it was connected to source and resistor as related with the 

forwarding bias, as it is seen at Figure 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.8 Circuit elements connection 
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Lamp holder is suitable to switch light to sample distance and this distance was very 

effective on the light intensity. In addition, lamp has two type of light; one of them is 

continuous light and short flash. Short flash is suitable for long lifetime material (>100 

µs). Assuming that thin film PVs lifetime will be lower than this, experiments were 

carried on continuous light. 

First experiments were done with different resistors from 18.5 ohm to 831 ohm. 

Measurements have been taken under 27 cm continuous light distances and between 

0-4 voltages with 0.1 V steps. As it is seen at Figure 4.9 while external resistor in the 

circuit is increased, I-V curve shows tendency to be linear. To determine Pmax and FF 

values from this curve, it should be similar Figure 2.10 so 46.6 ohm resistor was used in 

the electrical circuit. These results show that Isc is 3.1x10-3 A and Voc is 3.25 V in this 

circuit. Silicon solar cell (SP08) has been provided from a company with its data sheet 

which includes all Isc, Voc, Imax and Vmax. According to certified specifications; Isc is 0.23 A 

and Voc is 4.80 V. But in the present set-up, these values were lower than them. This 

might be because of the low light intensity. Therefore, all measurements were 

repeated after light to sample distance was regulated as 5 cm to increase light 

irradiance on the cell. 
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Figure 4.9 Resistor effect on I-V curve 

Figure 4.10 shows the current-voltage data which were taken when the light length 

was 5 cm from the SP08. Only forwarding bias results were illustrated and curve 

shifted up side to make the results more obvious.  As it is seen on the figure, 

Isc=1.1x10-2 A, Voc=4.16 V, Imax=0.9x10-2 and Vmax=3.24 V. Related with these results, fill 
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factor was calculated; 0.63. These results were also lower than solar cell’s 

specifications.  Certified current voltage characteristic of SP08 was given at Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.10 I-V curve of  SP08 at illumination set-up 

 

Figure 4.11 I-V curve of SP08 at various irradiance levels 

Table 4.3 shows difference between current-voltage characteristic results of SP08 

under 1000W/m2 irradiance and measurement results at homemade illumination set- 

up.  

Table 4.3 Comparison of silicon solar cell certified specifications and solar simulator 
set-up 

(Area of module=0.014 m2 ) Certified 
specifications 

Illumination set-up 

Open circuit voltage (Voc) 4.80 V 4.16 V 
Short circuit current (Isc) 0.23 A 1.1x10-2 A 
Maximum power voltage (Vmax) 3.85 V 3.24 V 
Maximum power current (Imax) 0.21 A 0.9x10-2 A 
Fill factor (FF) 0.73 0.65 
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Assuming that solar cell’s power efficiency should be same on different measurement 

techniques, homemade illumination set-up irradiance might be estimated. SP08’s 

power efficiency was calculated by using equation (2.7) with Table 4.3.  

Power efficiency of SP08; 

ƞ =
 4.80 ×  0.23 ×  0.73 

 0.014 × 1000
     ƞ = 0.058 (%5.8) 

If this efficiency is equalized to illumination set-up results; 

0.058 =
 4.16 ×  1.1 × 10−2 ×  0.65 

 0.014 × 𝑃
     𝑃 = 37 𝑊/𝑚2 

Illumination set-up irradiance is estimated 37 W/m2 which is lower than the lowest 

irradiance level at the Figure 4.11. Considering that at lowest irradiance level Imax is 

0.042 A, in the present case 0.9x10-2A Imax might be acceptable for the 37 W/m2. 

To operate this set-up for thin filmsolar cells, it was necessary to make a suitable 

sample stage. Because their contacts at the back side and to probe these contacts, 

there should be a large space between PV and ground place. To overcome this, a 

simple sample stage was developed. Two copper lines were used for probing. But it 

was still problem to clamp source probes to these copper lines so two wires were 

soldered to these copper lines and probes were clamped them.  

Figure 4.12 shows sample stage for thin film PVs and Figure 4.13 illustrates the position 

of thin film PV under illumination. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Sample stage for thin film PVs, (left) front and (right) behind 
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Figure 4.13 Illustration of thin film photovoltaic cell under illumination 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, experiment results were presented with the same topic order in 

Chapter 4. This chapter involves the discussion of experiment results of individual 

layers of photovoltaic cell and also overall cell characterization. 

5.1 TiO2 Deposition Conditions 

5.1.1 TiO2 deposition on FTO substrate 

 Film structure and morphology 

The controlled processing is important to achieve suitable properties on materials. As 

it is mentioned above, suitable property for TiO2, in this study, is anatase phase. 

Besides other deposition parameters, substrate temperature and oxygen pressure play 

important role to achieve high quality films using PLD. For this reason, considering that 

rutile phase grows at low pressures easily and anatase phase forms at higher oxygen 

pressures, at 0.4 mbar oxygen pressure, three different samples were produced. 

Deposition temperatures were 350°C, 450°C and 550°C. The TiO2-powder target was 

used. Under these conditions, according to the XRD results no either anatase or rutile 

peaks being formed. Films were subjected to thermal treatment at 600°C and only one 

of them which deposited under 350°C exhibited a weak anatase peak. This incipient 

crystalline might have been strong after second annealing so this film was annealed at 

650°C. But XRD patterns showed that rutile peaks were formed. The XRD results were 

presented in Figure 5.1. After first annealing, film has anatase phase. After second 

annealing in addition to this anatase peak, two rutile peaks were formed. This 

formation can be explained with the anatase to rutile transformation at 600°C 

annealing temperature [58].   
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Figure 5.1 XRD patterns of FTO350 films 

Following inspection was SEM analysis on surface morphology and the film cross 

section. Figure 5.2 shows that SEM image of FTO350 after annealing at 650°C.  From 

cross section of film, first layer was approximately 250 nm thick FTO and top layer 

approximately 166 nm thick TiO2 film. It illustrates that film was compact on the cross 

section. 

 

Figure 5.2 SEM image of TiO2 film deposited on FTO at 350°C, 0.4 mbar oxygen 
pressure, with TiO2 powder target 
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 Optical properties 

Transmittance spectra was compared for two type of experiments; (i) for the samples 

which were deposited at 0.4 mbar and different deposition temperatures, (ii) FTO350 

which was annealed at two different temperatures after deposition.   

Figure 5.3 illustrates the optical transmission spectra of FTO350, FTO450 and FTO550 

films. The red line on the graph shows that FTO substrate’s transparency which is 

approximately 70% in near infrared and visible light ranges. It can be seen that the 

films exhibits a fall in transmittance at about 400 nm or 300 nm related with the film 

band gap of deposited TiO2 films that starts absorbing UV light. The low temperature 

growth films exhibit high transparency in the visible and near infrared region.  
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Figure 5.3 Optical transmission spectra of TiO2 films deposited on FTO substrates 

 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the optical transmission spectra of FTO350 as deposited, 

annealed at 600°C and annealed at 650°C films. It is clear that after annealing, 

transparency decreases comparison with the as deposited film. Considering that after 

annealing at 600°C film structure is anatase and after second annealing at 650°C film 

structure is anatase+rutile, first time annealed samples transparency range is larger 

than the other sample.  

Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 illustrate that film transparency fall down whether annealing 

temperature increase or deposition temperature increase. 
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Figure 5.4 Optical transmission spectra of FTO350 as-deposited and annealed films 

The transmission data was used to calculate indirect band gap (Eg) of the films. Tauc 

plot parameters were calculated by using equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). The values 

obtained from these data are shown in the Figure 5.5. As-deposited film’s band gap 

was 3.45 eV. This value is only important as a starting point to observe the band gap 

changing with the structural transformation. Because the energy values generally 

depend on the film crystal structure. After annealing at 600°C film was anatase with 

3.29 eV band gap. After annealing at 650°C, film was multicrystalline which shows 

anatase and rutile peaks together in XRD. Its band gap was 3.15 eV. These band gap 

values are comparable but little bit higher than the literature which mostly express 

anatase and rutile indirect band gap 3.20 eV and 3.0 eV respectively [10], [59]. 

Generally anatase phase has higher band gap than rutile phase. Comparison for 

present results with this general values; the band gap difference for the anatase film 

might be due to the poor crystallinity. For the multicrystalline film case, its band gap is 

also expected to be higher than pure rutile film’s band gap which is 3.0 eV so 3.15 eV is 

possible. Furthermore, Figure 5.5 presents that the band gap energy shows decreasing 

tendency depending on the annealing temperature.  

Table 5.1 shows different band gaps for different crystalline structure of FTO350. 
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Figure 5.5 Optical indirect band gap data of FTO350 as-deposited and annealed films 

 

Table 5.1 Sample structure and band gap of FTO350 

Sample name Structure Band gap (eV) 

FTO350as deposited amorphous 3.45 

FTO350 first annealing anatase 3.29 

FTO350 second annealing anatase+rutile 3.15 

 

Under same temperature and pressure deposition conditions as FTO350 another 

sample was produced by TiO2-crystalline target. According to XRD results, as-deposited 

film was amorphous. Thus, it is clarified that as-deposited film structure wasn’t 

affected TiO2 target is whether powder or single crystal anatase. 

5.1.2 TiO2 deposition on ITO substrate 

 Film structure and morphology 

TiO2 growing on FTO substrates, under 0.4 mbar oxygen pressure and at 350°C 

temperature, it was amorphous phase but after annealing at 600°C it transformed to 

anatase phase. Thereforedeposition carried out at 500°C and different pressures: 0.05 

mbar and 0.2 mbar on the ITO substrates. Films were deposited from TiO2-crystalline 

target during 60 minutes.  

XRD patterns of these films were illustrated at Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. Both of films 

showed crystalline after deposition. ITO005 has mixed anatase and rutile structure.  
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ITO02, anatase was the only one was detected. Although crystallinity was achieved, 

samples were annealed at 600°C but XRD patterns didn’t change. Achieving the 

crystalline phase on as-deposited films makes preferable the ITO substrates as far as 

FTO substrates.  
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Figure 5.6 XRD of ITO005 
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Figure 5.7 XRD of ITO02 

 

Figure 5.8 presents SEM images of TiO2 film growth on ITO substrates (a) ITO005 and 

(b) ITO02. At images first layer 195 nm ITO and second layer for ITO005 140 nm TiO2, 
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for ITO02 95 nm TiO2. It is clear to observe that film cross sectional view is compact 

and surface is smooth.  

 

 

Figure 5.8 SEM images of TiO2 films deposited on ITO (a)  0.05 mbar (b) 0.2 mbar 
oxygen pressure 

As a comparison of FTO and ITO substrates; for TiO2 growth in terms of the crystal 

structure, it is possible to get crystalline films on ITO without thermal treatment. This 

might be because of the ITO crystal structure is more convenient than the FTO 

structure to TiO2 crystal growth. 

 Optical properties 

Optical transmission spectra of ITO substrate based films were illustrated at Figure 5.9.  

Because of the flat surface of ITO substrate transmission spectra is wavelike. ITO 

substrates transparency approximately 65%  between visible and infrared light range.  

After deposition, at 0.05 mbar oxygen pressure transparency was about 70% and at 0.2 

mbar, it is 66%. This transmission difference might be explained with more porous 

structure after deposition in comparison with ITO substrate surface. According to 

reference [60] at lower gas pressures the film consists dense structure and at higher 

gas pressures columnar crystals with voids are deposited so at lower pressures films 

are compact and at higher pressure films are porous.  When the film is porous light can 

pass through the voids and this will increase the transmittance. In other words,  when 

oxygen pressure increases transmittance also increases because of the porous surface. 

On the other hand, it can be seen at Figure 5.9, different crystal structure and 

thickness are also effective on the transmittance. ITO005 thicker than ITO02 and its 

transparency lower. 
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Figure 5.9 Optical transmission spectra of ITO005 and ITO02 as-deposited films 

Transmission spectra were used to calculate band gap of films.  Figure 5.10 shows that 

ITO005 film’s indirect band gap 3.28 eV and ITO02 film’s indirect band gap 3.33 eV. 

According to XRD patterns ITO02 has only anatase phase and ITO005 has anatase and 

rutile phase together. Band gap values are related with these phases, too. Anatase 

phase band gap is generally larger than rutile phase, as it is seen at this figure. These 

results are also comparable with the band gap of FTO based films in heading 5.1.1. 

Table 5.1 shows that anatase film on FTO has 3.29 eV band gap which is 3.33 eV for 

anatase film on ITO.  Table 5.2 shows that anatase and rutile mixed phase on ITO has 

3.28 eV band gap which is 3.15 eV for mixed phase on FTO. This difference might be 

because of anatase peaks more than rutile peaks on ITO substrates,so band gap is near 

the anatase’s. 
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Figure 5.10 Optical indirect band gap data of ITO005 and ITO02 films 

 

Table 5.2 Sample structure and band gap of ITO samples 

Sample name Structure Band gap (eV) 

ITO005 Anatase+rutile 3.28 

ITO02 Anatase 3.33 

5.1.3 Active layer deposition 

 Film structure and morphology 

As it was mentioned before, copper oxide deposition experiments were processed on 

TiO2 deposited FTO substrates which were provided from a collaborator at Bar Ilan 

University. Figure 5.11 shows that XRD patterns of copper oxide films. It can be seen 

that Cu2O peaks decrease with the increasing oxygen pressure. When the oxygen 

pressure is 2x10-2 mbar, Cu2O peaks at (111) and (200) planes disappears. Instead of 

these peaks (-111) plane CuO peak appears. While CuO indicates better crystallinity 

under high oxygen pressures, it is vice versa for Cu2O films. This might be explained 

with the following reaction: 

𝐶𝑢2𝑂 + 1
2 𝑂2 → 2𝐶𝑢𝑂 

With the increasing partial oxygen pressure Cu2O starts reacting with oxygen and CuO 

phase can be formed. Without oxygen case, argon pressure was 0.2 mbar during the 

deposition. Since argon is an inert gas, it doesn’t react with copper. XRD patterns were 
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similar both without oxygen and 2x10-4 mbar oxygen partial pressure samples, except 

Cu peak at the without oxygen pattern. Due to the copper rich phases are limitation 

for solar cells [39], 2x10-4 mbar oxygen partial pressure is favorable to get Cu2O phase. 
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Figure 5.11 XRD patterns of copper oxide films prepared at 400°C and different oxygen 
partial pressures 

Figure 5.12 shows SEM image of copper oxide layer which was deposited under 2x10-4 

mbar oxygen partial pressure on TiO2 deposited FTO substrate. Thickness of copper 

oxide layer from cross section view is approximately 142 nm. It is clear to see that 

tetragonal structure of TiO2 and cubic structure of Cu2O. 

 

Figure 5.12 SEM image of copper oxide layer on TiO2 deposited FTO substrate 
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 Optical properties 

Copper oxide layer is the active layer of photovoltaic cells so it is expected that it acts 

an absorber under sunlight. Therefore absorbance spectra of copper oxide films were 

illustrated at Figure 5.13. It can be seen that when oxygen partial pressure is 2x10-2 

mbar, absorbance increase. As it is understood from that, CuO phase is more 

absorptive than the Cu2O phase. Even though it has good absorptive skills, CuO is not 

favorable phase for photovoltaics; it is still not clear why Cu2O is ideal phase for 

photovoltaics. But it is known that Cu2O’s lifetime is longer than CuO’s so for overall 

photovoltaic layer deposition, 2x10-4 mbar oxygen pressure will be used to get Cu2O 

phase.  
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Figure 5.13 Absorbance spectra of copper oxide films prepared at 400°C and different 
oxygen partial pressures 

The copper oxide layer which was deposited under 2x10-4mbar showed absorption 

edge around 500 nm and its band gap value was estimated to be 2.58 eV by Tauc plot 

which is given Figure 5.14. As it is seen at Figure 5.13, the film which was deposited 

under without oxygen partial pressure conditions shows almost same absorbance 

spectra with the film in 2x10-4 mbar. Therefore its band gap is also 2.58 eV as in Figure 

5.15. The film which was deposited under 2x10-2 mbar oxygen partial pressure shows 

absorption edge around 700 nm as a difference from other two samples and its band 

gap was estimated to be 2.07 eV. Invoking that mostly known Cu2O band gap is 
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between 2.0-2.6 eV and CuO band gap between 1.3-2.1 eV the present results also 

agree with this range.  

Film structure and band gap relations were summarized at Table 5.3. Cu2O phase’s 

band gap larger than CuO phase’s, similar with the literature [52]. 
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Figure 5.14 Optical direct band gap data of copper oxide, deposited under               
2x10-4mbar oxygen partial pressure and its absorbance spectra on the inset graph 
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Figure 5.15 Optical direct band gap data of copper oxide, deposited under without 
oxygen and 2x10-2 mbar oxygen partial pressure conditions 
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Table 5.3 Structure and band gap of copper oxide films 

Sample name Sample Structure Band gap (eV) 

Without oxygen Cu2O-Cu 2.58 

2x10-4mbar Cu2O 2.58 

2x10-2 mbar CuO 2.07 

  

5.1.4 Overall photovoltaic cell deposition 

 Film structure and morphology 

After optimum deposition parameters defining for both TiO2 and Cu2O layers, overall 

photovoltaic cell (PV) deposition was carried on ITO substrates and under mentioned 

conditions on 4.1.6.  

As it is seen at Figure 5.16, XRD pattern of PV shows that PV has anatase+rutile phase 

at n-side and Cu2O phase at p-side of the junction. Other peaks; In2O3, SnO2 are related 

with the ITO substrate and for the reason of XRD measurements were taken after gold 

back contact deposition, Au peak is also seen at the pattern. 
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Figure 5.16 XRD pattern of photovoltaic cell 
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The SEM cross-section image in Figure 5.17 shows that all ITO, TiO2, Cu2O and gold 

layers from bottom to up side. TiO2 and Cu2O layers thicknesses are approximately 230 

nm and 137 nm. 

 

Figure 5.17 SEM image of photovoltaic cell 

 Optical properties 

Figure 5.18 shows that absorption coefficient of the PV with sun AM 1.5 spectrum to 

understand that the present PV’s light absorption behavior in different sunlight 

regions; as particular ultraviolet (UV), visible and infrared lights. Absorption 

coefficients of the copper oxide layer were calculated by using equation (2.2). 

Considering that TiO2 sample is still transparent after deposition, as seen at the Figure 

5.9, during the absorption coefficient calculations and also in Tauc plot only Cu2O layer 

thickness was used.  

As related with the band gap of the copper oxide layer, the absorbtion mostly acts on 

the early visible and UV regions. Tauc plot is shown atFigure 5.19 with inserted 

absorbance graph to remind that absorption edge of PV shows up around 500 nm. 

Band gap of the copper oxide layer on the PV was found to be about 2.43 eV. 
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Figure 5.18 Absorption coefficient of copper oxide layer on PV, as comparison with 
sunlight 
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Figure 5.19 Optical direct band gap data of copper oxide layer on PV, and its 
absorbance spectra on the inset graph 

Under same deposition conditions three PV cells were produced. The current-voltage 

characteristic of cells was measured by using homemade illumination set-up as it is 

described as heading 4.2. The PVs were illuminated through the glass side and 

illuminated areas were 12.5 mm2. 
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Figure 5.20 Illustration for possible pathway of excited electron in the TiO2/Cu2O 
heterojunction 

During the current-voltage measurements, cells didn’t show photovoltaic 

characteristic. This undesired result might be because of some structural reasons and 

some technical reasons.  

For the structural reasons; copper oxide layer’s absorbance edge starts around 500 nm 

with its 2.43 eV band gap which is nearly the UV region. As it is mentioned above this 

band gap is in mostly known band gap range for Cu2O but in the efficient solar cells its 

band gap nearly 2.0 eV. The band gap of TiO2 was estimated approximately 3.30 eV. 

Under good junction between TiO2 and Cu2O, excited electrons pathway would be in 

Figure 5.20. But electron flow couldn’t occur in present junction. This might be 

because of the TiO2 and Cu2O band alignment couldn’t be achieved at the interface or 

fast recombination was occurred. 

For the technical reasons; it might be probing system was not suitable for the small 

area PVs. Before the measurements, probe alignment for the contacts might have 

damaged the PVs’ surface and layers were destroyed. However, it might be homemade 

illumination set-up was not as sensible as to collect weak electrical results of the low 

efficient PVs and photo conductance tool’s light intensity was not enough to simulate 

the sunlight. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, TiO2/Cu2O heterojunction photovoltaic cell was studied. After every 

deposition, structural and optical inspections were done. Individual layers were 

discussed detailed in Chapter 5. Therefore in present chapter overall results will be 

summarized. 

TiO2 layer deposition was done on FTO substrates with TiO2 powder and single crystal 

target under variable pressures and temperatures. In both case, as-deposited films 

were amorphous. After thermal treatment the anatase phase was achieved. It was 

seen that increasing the deposition temperature or annealing temperature cause the 

transparency decrease. Because of the anatase-rutile phase transition by increasing 

annealing temperature, band gap values were decreased. 

To achieve a rich anatase crystalline phase, ITO substrates were also tested. Under 

variable pressures and temperatures, anatase phase and anatase+rutile mixed phase 

films were obtained. Although band gap value of anatase phase is higher than 

anatase’s ideal band gap, achieving crystalline phase on as-deposited films makes ITO 

favorable for TiO2 deposition. It might be understood from that crystal structure of ITO 

is more convenient than the FTO’s for TiO2 crystal growth. 

During Cu2O deposition, oxygen partial pressure was important parameter for film 

growth. CuO or Cu2O phases can be obtained by adjusting oxygen pressure. Therefore 

ıt was observed that under low oxygen partial pressure Cu2O occurs. When oxygen 

partial pressure increased, CuO phase appeared. The optical measurements indicated 

that the absorbance spectra of the CuO were higher than that of the Cu2O’s.  
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In addition, CuO’s band gap was narrower than Cu2O phase’s as it is similar with many 

reports. 

Overall photovoltaic cell deposition was done on ITO substrates. Deposition 

parameters which were defined during the deposition of individual layers were applied 

for overall photovoltaic cell. Anatase and Cu2O crystals were achieved. Copper oxide 

absorption coefficient and band gap were calculated after optical measurements of 

PV. It was assumed that TiO2 band gap was similar with the sample which was 

deposited under same conditions. Both Cu2O and TiO2 layers’ band gap values higher 

than their mostly known band gaps. It might be because of the poor crystallinty of 

films. 

Electrical behavior of PV was measured by using a homemade illumination set-up. No 

photovoltaic response was observed. Structural reasons for this unexpected result 

might be poor absorptive copper oxide layer, ineffective TiO2/Cu2O junction and fast 

recombination. On the other way, because of the some technical reasons, electrical 

signals from PV might not be detected. These reasons might be low irradiance of the 

illumination set-up and difficulties during the probing.  

To overcome the structural reasons thicker copper oxide layer deposition could be 

processed and for sensitive measurements of the thin films illumination set-up 

improvements are essential. These improvements should involve light changing and 

more sensitive electrical signal collector for nanoscale results.  
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